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Bioceramics is essential, especially for clinical application. Many resources can be explored to obtain
bioceramics. Household wastes such as the chicken eggshell is the potential one. From waste eggshell,
Hydroxiapatite (HA) can be extracted to produce bioceramics. Most bioceramics materials are formed
in the fine grain powder. The size of the grain should be in nanosized. However, it is very difficult to
produce such size if only depending to one processing method such as Ball Milling process. But, the
windows of possibility are still open. This is due to many previous studies limiting the process
parameters at certain magnitude. There are no evidence that the process parameters had been set at
their optimum. Therefore, this study investigated the optimum parameters of Ball Milling for the
manufacturing of nano-powder of bioceramics from local materials such as Eggshell that had been
calcinated at 900o C. A Taguchi method with a L-9 orthogonal array and Analysis of Variances
(ANOVA) were utilized. The Ball milling machine was set at 3 levels for each of observed parameters
(e.g. Milling rate, Milling time and eggshell powder to weight ratio (PBR). This parameter was
employed to produce fine grain of HA powder. The Mean Analysis showed that higher milling rate,
longer milling time and lower PBR are responsible to reduce the grain size of the powder. With those
combination, 1.33 µm of powder grain size can be achieved. However, there is a contradictive fact
revealed from the experimental results, whereas the moderate PBR had an effect in producing fine
grain powder. But, this can be neglected since the contribution of PBR is relatively lower. The
contribution percentage of PBR was only 6.64% or less significant due to having a P-value ≥ 0.05
(95% of Confidential Factors). Thus, it can be inferred that machine parameters have significant effect
in producing nano grain sizes of bioceramics powder.
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1. INTRODUCTION1
Bioceramics have found their suitable applications in
medical fields such as orthopedic and dental implants.
Therefore, bioceramics need to be in various forms from
thin films and powder in nano-sized to porous or dense
bodies [1]. For bone implants, it requires a massive
porous Hydroxiapatite (HA) and -Tricalcium Phospate
(-TCP) and their mixture. Meanwhile, for artificial
teeth and hip joints, the thin film of HA is necessary.
Most of the application of HA for medical is in the
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forms of powder, especially fine grain of powder and/
nanostructured bioceramics. The fine grain of powder
and/ nanostructured bioceramics could enable to control
the microstructure of bioceramics. This is due to the fact
that nanostructured forms would have distinctive
mechanical properties in comparison to their
conventional coarse grain powder counterparts [2-4].
Hydroxiapatite (HA) is a substantial ingredient for
implant materials. This substance has characteristics
highly bio-active and bio-compatible material for
medical applications. HA can be acquired either from
natural resources or through chemical processing. From
nature, HA is available widely in large amount,
especially from household disposal such as chicken
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eggshells. The chicken eggshells compose with 94% 97% of CaCO3 [5]. This CaCO3 can be converted into
HA powder by means of many processing methods and/
combination of processing methods. After fine powder
of HA is produced, the powder, then can be applied for
many purposes. Ghorbani et al. [6] and Afshar et al. [7]
used the HA powder as coating substrates.
Mechanical processing is one of method that can
enable in producing the fine HA powder. It uses a ball
mill to grind the extracted HA to produce a fine powder.
This mechanical processing method is known as MMPM method (mechanical alloying-powder metallurgy).
In MM-PM, the impact energy is utilized to re-crash the
coarse powder of HA between the balls and the vial
wall. However, in single stage processing (i.e. only one
stage of calcination and subsequently process using ball
mill), very fine grain powder in nano scales is difficult
to obtain. Several past studies had proofed that
mechanical processing such as ball milling find
difficulty to produce fine grain powder in nano scale [810]. Most likely, only micro scale grain powder can be
achieved. This would be exceptional if the processing
method is conducted in several stages and combined
with thermal or chemical reaction [9].
But, the possibilities of a mechanical processing
such as ball milling to reproduce very fine grain powder
does still open. This is due to many studies only
focusing on a certain set of ball milling parameters.
Relatively limited reports have been published
attempting to use an optimum set of ball mill
parameters. Therefore, in this study, by using Taguchi
and Analysis of Variances (ANOVA), the optimum set
of parameters enabling to produce very fine grain
powder of HA would be elaborated.
2. METHODOLOGY
2. 1. Samples Preparation
Hidroxiapatite used in
this study was extracted from the chicken eggshell
collected from household wastes around Padang City in
West Sumatra Indonesia. Initially, the eggshells were
washed with aquades and placed in the sun for 3 days to
vaporize the water content. Then, the eggshells were
crushed into coarse grain particles by means ofa
Blender. The coarse grain powder of eggshell was then
calcined at 900oC for 10 hours in a Nabertherm P320
furnace. After calcination, the calcined eggshell powder
was milled by means of a Pulverisette 6 Classic Line
Fritsch Planetary Mono Mill. This ball milling machine
is equipped with 54 grams stainless steel balls. Two
balls were employed to re-mill the coarse grain powder.
Fine calcined eggshell powder produced by ball mill
machine were filtered using shieve with variations in
mesh numbers of 35, 60 and 230. Re-milled powder
would go through the shave holes to obtain a certain
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size of powder grain. The powder was subsequently
taken into the petri dish and spread uniformly over to
examine the morphology and microstructure of calcined
eggshell powder as well as measuring the grain size of
the particles under Scanning Electron Microscope
(SEM) of Hitachi S3400.
2. 2. Experimental Methods
To acquire an
optimum set of parameters in manufacturing
bioceramics from the chicken eggshell by using ball
milling, orthogonal array design Taguchi was opted.
This method was selected due to its capability in
reducing the number of experimental stages [11]. In
addition, it is also useful in regards to screening
purposes. According to the literatures, there are three
ball milling parameters that have been frequently used.
Thus, it was conceivable that those parameters are of
importance. Those parameters were milling rate (MR),
milling time (MT) and ball to powder ratios (PBR).
Meanwhile, to determine the optimum combination,
each parameter had to set into more than two levels. In
this study, three levels were considered to be
appropriate. The observed parameters and its level are
depicted in Table 1.
With having three parameters and three levels for
each, thus, L-9 orthogonal array design Taguchi was
sufficient. These nine sets of combination are given in
Table 2. Furthermore, to improve the validity of the
results, response from each combination, in this case
powder sizes, would be conducted and measured twice.

TABLE 1. Selected factors and levels in this experiment
No.

Factors

Levels

1

Milling rate (RPM)

150

200

250

2

Milling time (hour)

1

2

3

3

Ball to Powder Ratio

1:6

1:8

1 : 10

TABLE 2. L-9(33) orthogonal array design Taguchi used for
this experiment
No.

Milling rate (RPM)

Milling time (hour)

BPR

1

150

1

1:6

2

150

2

1:8

3

150

3

1 : 10

4

200

1

1:8

5

200

2

1 : 10

6

200

3

1:6

7

250

1

1 : 10

8

250

2

1:6

9

250

3

1:8
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To measure the experimental responses, in this case the
grain size of re-milled powder of calcined eggshell, the
calcined coarse powder of the eggshell was segregated
into eighteen portions. Each portion was poured into the
Ball Mill’s chamber and re-milled. Every re-milling
process was conducted by setting machine parameters
referring to L-9 orthogonal array design Taguchi (Table
2). Re-milled powder for every set of parameters was
filtered by using shieve beginning with the highest
shiever number.
Moreover, the results would be analyzed by using
Means. Meanwhile, the significance of the results would
be tested through Analysis of Variance (ANOVA).

Milling Rates (RPM)

Milling Time (Hours)

5.4
4.8
4.2

Mean of Means
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3.6
3.0
150

200
Powder to Ball Ratios

250

1:6

1:8

1:10

1

2

3

5.4
4.8
4.2
3.6
3.0

Figure 1. Means analysis to seek the optimum set of
parameters

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
3. 1. Grain Size of Calcined Eggshell Powder at
Optimum Conditions
The experimental results for
manufacturing intended nanopowder bioceramics from
coarse calcined eggshell are exhibited in Table 3. From
Table 3, it can be seen that the highest milling rate and
milling time as well as a moderate powder to ball
milling ratios provide the smallest particle size of the
calcined eggshell powder.
However, Analysis of Means as indicated in Figure
1, shows a different set of optimum conditions. From
Figure 1, it can be suggested that the highest milling
rate and milling time as well as the lowest magnitude of
powder to ball ratios could be a precise set in operating
Ball Milling machine at optimum conditions used in this
study. Indeed, based on prediction analysis for this set,
it would produce smaller grain size of calcined eggshell
powder compared to the experimental results. The set
enabled to reduce the grain size to 1.33 µm.
But, the set of optimum conditions suggested by
Analysis of Means can be regarded. This is due to
powder to ball ratios exceeding the P-values for 95% of
Confidential Factor.

TABLE 3. Experimental design and measured average powder
size of the eggshells after the check using SEM
Milling
rate (RPM)

Milling
time (h)

BPR

Average powder
size (m)

P1

150

1

1:6

3

P2

150

2

1:8

4.2

P3

150

3

1 : 10

2.4

P4

200

1

1:8

6.7

P5

200

2

1 : 10

6.05

P6

200

3

1:6

3.8

P7

250

1

1 : 10

3.5

P8

250

2

1:6

P9

250

3

1:8

Experiment
no.

From Analysis of Variances (ANOVA) summarized in
Figure 2 and Table 4, milling rate contributes greater
than any others observing parameters. Although, milling
time is also responsible in reducing the grain size of the
powder owing to 30.76 % of the contribution, but
statistically its significance is still questionable. This is
due to having P-values slightly higher than P=0.05.
Nonetheless, it still considers as rather important
parameter. That is why milling time are still included in
many studies that are utilizing ball milling machine to
produce fine grain size of bioceramic powder [8-10].

6.64% 1.78%
60.82%

30.76%

Milling Rates (RPM)
Powder to Ball Ratios

Milling Time (Hours)
Residual Error

Figure 2. Percentage contributions of each parameter for
operation of ball milling machine.

TABLE 4. Response table for means analysis
Level

Milling rate (RPM)

Milling time (hour)

BPR

L1

3.2

4.4

3.4

L2

5.52

4.55

4.317

L3

2.98

2.75

3.983

3.4

Lmax - Lmin

2.53

1.8

0.917

2.05

Ranking

1

2

3
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Furthermore, this result implies that combination of
varying milling rate and milling time could improve the
performance of the ball milling machine in reducing grain
size of the powder. Yet, it is machine dependent
characteristics. Therefore, it would suggest to utilize ball
milling machine with higher performance.
Although the re-milling process using mechanical
processing cannot entirely produce nanosized of
powder, but this mechanical system still gains benefit to
the processing method. Reducing the grain size of
powder as small as possible by using the ball milling
machine, it would facilitate other advanced processing
method to obtain nanosized of bioceramics powder.
This evident from study of Macha [12]. A 75-100 µm of
grain size produced using mechanical processing could
be reduced significantly to 2.5 µm.
3. 2. Morphology of Grain Structures of Calcine
Eggshell Bioceramics Produced by Ball Milling
Machine
Producing nanosized bioceramics powder
using ball milling machine is comparatively more
difficult than other processing methods that are based on
chemical reactions. Many reports published have only
utilized ball milling machine as intermediate process.
However, by using the optimum set of parameters, the
ball milling machine still can gain grain size closer to
nano scale. Unfortunately, coagulation is difficult to get
rid of. This can be seen from Figure 3 that shows the
morphology of grain structures of eggshell powder.
From Figure 3, it can be seen that some particles is still
coagulate to form bulk particles. This, therefore,
eliminates the possibility of producing a higher
percentage distribution of the smallest grain size of the
powder. Only lower distribution percentage of smallest
grain sizes of powder could be produced.

However, there were no clear evidentsavailable that ball
milling machine could enable to produce nanosized of
bioceramics powder. This was assumed due to no
optimum parameters commonly employed. Therefore,
this study attempted to produce nanosized biocreamics
powder from eggshells collected from household
disposal. By setting the operating conditions at optimum
level, this study prooved that it was difficult to achieve
nanosized bioceramics powder by only depending on a
mechanical processing such as ball milling machine.
Although at optimum conditions, the smallest particles
can be obtained closer to the nano scale, but the
distribution of smallest particles was still limited.
Nevertheless, the use of mechanical processing can still
be required as an intermediate process. This is based on
the thought that the smallest grain size achieved would
ease the subsequent processing method to produce
nanosized of bioceramics powder.
Moreover, reduction in grain size was identified as
responsible of milling rate and milling time. However,
these parameters are machine dependent characteristics.
Thus, using high performance ball milling machine
would be imperatively substantial.
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زیستسرامیکها موادی ضروری هستند ،بهویژه برای کاربردهای بالینی .زیستسرامیکها را می توان از منابع زیادی به
دست آورد .پسماند های خانگی مانند پوسته تخم مرغ یک منبع بالقوه است .از پوسته تخم مرغ می توان هیدروکسی
آپاتیت ( )HAتولید کرده و ار آن زیستسرامیک استخراج کرد .اکثر مواد زیستسرامیکی به شکل پودر هستند .دانهها باید
به اندازه نانو باشند .البته ،اگر تنها از یک روش پردازش مانند فرآیند آسیابکاری گلولهای استفاده شود ،رسیدن به چنین
اندازهای بسیار دشوار است .لیکن پنجرههای احتمالی هنوز باز هستند .علت این دشواری به خاطر مطالعات قبلی صرفاً با
محدود کردن پارامترهای فرایند در یک مقدار مشخص است .هیچ شاهدی وجود ندارد که پارامترهای فرآیند در بهترین
حالت قرار داشته باشند .بنابراین ،در این تحقیق ،پارامترهای مطلوب آسیابکاری گلولهای برای تولید نانو پودر زیست-
سرامیک از مواد محلی مانند تخم مرغ کلسینه شده در دمای  900سانتیگراد ،بررسی شدند .برای یافتن شرایط بهینه از
روش تاگوچی با آرایه متعامد  L-9و تجزیه واریانس ( )ANOVAاستفاده شد .دستگاه آسیابکاری گلولهای برای هر
یک از پارامترهای مشاهده شده در  3سطح (به عنوان مثال سرعت ،زمان و نسبت وزنی پودر پوسته تخم مرغ به گلوله)،
برای تولید دانههای خرد شده پودر  HAمورد استفاده قرار گرفت .تحلیل میانگین نشان داد که آهنگ فرآیند باالتر ،زمان
آسیابکاری بیشتر و  PBRپایین تر بر اندازه دانه پودر تاثیر دارند .با این ترکیب می توان به اندازه دانه پودر 1/33
میکرومتر دست یافت .با این حال ،یک واقعیت متناقض از نتایج تجربی مشاهده شده است ،و آن این که  PBRمتوسط
تاثیر مثبت در تولید پودر دانههای ریزتر داشت اما این را می توان این نتیجه نادیده گرفت زیرا سهم  PBRنسبتاً پایین تر
است .درصد سهم  PBRتنها  ٪6.64یا کمتر است .به این ترتیب ،می توان نتیجه گرفت که پارامترهای دستگاه در تولید
اندازه دانههای نانو ذرات پودر زیستسرامیک تاثیر قابل توجهی دارند.
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